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Undergraduate paves way for NASA Mars mission
"The craft has to land in a place unlikely
to have slopes more than 16 degrees relative
University earth and planetary scientists
to horizontal, and it shouldn't have very
are paving the way for a smooth Mars
many rocks higher than 30-40 centimeters,"
landing for the Phoenix mission —
or roughly one foot high, Arvidson said.
scheduled to launch in August — by making
"We've been looking for locations big
sure the set-down literally is not a rocky one.
enough and homogeneous enough for a
A team led by Raymond E. Arvidson,
high probability of a successful landing.
The issue isn't slopes. The issue is rocks."
Ph.D., the James S. McDonnell DistinIf the lander came down in an area with
guished University Professor and chair of
earth and planetary sciences in Arts & Sci- • rocks roughly the same size as the lander or
larger, the whole craft could tilt or tip over.
ences, has analyzed images taken from a
Rocks could also impede the craft's solar
NASA instrument to make sure the Phoenix
panels; large rocks would prevent the unspacecraft lands in a spot on the Red Planfurling of the craft's solar panels, which are
et's northern plains that is relatively rockcircular and rotate open. Solar power drives
free.
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

seven Phoenix mission instruments. Without it, there isn't much of a mission, which
aims to have the lander use a robotic arm to
dig down to a layer containing water ice
and gather samples of soil and ice in the
continuing pursuit of water on Mars.
The lynchpin of the meticulous, painstaking landing-site locator task is earth and
planetary sciences junior Tabatha Heet, who
began working on the project in October.
"Ray asked if I would count some rocks
in the original landing area, and I got started, thinking it was going to be a one-time
thing," said Heet, a student in the acclaimed
Pathfinder Program, a challenging, interdisciplinary curriculum with an environmen-

tal emphasis. "But it's turned into a big
project. I've counted thousands of rocks
now."
Heet gets large images from the High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE) camera, a feature of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter mission, which permits viewing rocks as small as a yard across.
Before HiRISE images were available,
Arvidson and his colleagues settled on a region called Region B for the future landing.
"The first images for Region B were
scary," Arvidson said. "There are rocks there
bigger than the lander — too many big rocks
sitting on craters to fit in a landing site."
See Mission, Page 6

Measure disease risk via
new Siteman Web tool
BY GWEN ERICSON

TO infinity ... and beyond! (From left) Seventh-grader Sebastian Cooper of Jury Elementary
School, eighth-grader David Wallas of Pattonville Heights Middle School, Bernard Harris, M.D.,
NASA astronaut, and seventh-grader David Tate of Fairview Elementary School build a raft using
just two squares of aluminum foil and four drinking straws. The challenge was to see which
team's raft could float the most pennies. The middle-school students also tested their skills in
estimating how many pennies their raft would hold before sinking. Forty-eight middle-school students from various area schools were chosen to attend the two-week residential ExxonMobil
Bernard Harris Summer Science Camp, held on campus June 16-27. Susan Flowers and Chris
Mohr of Science Outreach directed the camp with the help of residential advisers who are WUSTL
students or recent graduates. Harris, who is the first African-American to walk in space, founded
the camps to provide opportunities for minority students to get excited about careers in science,
technology, engineering and math. He wants to help the next generation of scientists to be better
prepared, more diverse and large enough in number to set the pace for the global economy.

Afew clicks of the mouse tell vis
itors to the "Your Disease Risk:
Web site their risk for cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, stroke and
osteoporosis.
Siteman Cancer Center recently launched this easy-touse tool, which offers a
wealth of information
about risk factors and
prevention strategies for
five prominent diseases
affecting millions of
Americans.
On the site —
www.yourdiseaserisk
Colditz
.wustl.edu — users can
answer a series of simple
questions about their medical history, eating habits, exercise and
other behaviors and then get a
personalized estimate of their risk
for 12 different cancers plus heart
disease, diabetes, stroke and osteoporosis.
Users also will find tips on
how to lower their disease risk
and convenient Web links to fact
sheets that describe the origins
and symptoms of each disease.
"The key message is that we already have information to prevent
much of the chronic disease that

affects the population," said Graham Colditz, M.D., Dr.P.H., the
Niess-Gain Professor and associate director of Prevention and
Control at Siteman. "If we can
spread the word about prevention
strategies, people can start early
in life to prevent disease later. We
know that it can be hard
to decide among all the
health claims in the
media, and we established this site to make it
easy for people to find reliable recommendations
for better health and to
identify strategies that are
best for them."
It is estimated that
healthy lifestyles could
prevent more than half of cancers, 70 percent of strokes and
80 percent of heart disease and
diabetes.
In addition to detailing the
impact of well-known risk factors
such as smoking, lack of exercise
and being overweight, Your Disease Risk offers many other important health tips, such as the
benefits of calcium and vitamin
D for both colon and bone
health, the increased risk of diabetes from eating too many reSee Tool, Page 6

Architecture program brings K-12 students into the studio
BY LIAM OTTEN

The proposed science center is a bold
architectural statement, an elegantly
modern collection of tumbling geometric shapes. Its central tower, painted
bright blue and yellow, soars 72 feet into
the air while a rounded black breezeway
housing weather exhibits leads to a geodesic Omnimax theater. Anatomical
exhibitions are housed beneath a series
of thin white archways that the architects liken to ribs.
Yet perhaps more impressive than the
proposal are the architects themselves:
grade-school students Kevin Brooks and
Miles Quigless.
Since early June, Brooks and Quigless, along with 15 other children from a
half-dozen local schools, have comprised the inaugural class in the Sam
Fox School of Design & Visual Arts' new
K-12 architecture program.
"As an architect you learn to ask
many questions," says Gay Lorberbaum,
affiliate associate professor in the Col-

lege of Architecture, who designed and
leads the free four-week studio. "Where's
the site, what's the climate, how do you
transform raw materials into space and
light and structure? It teaches young
people to work in cycles and to refine
their ideas. They begin to see that they
don't have to get everything right the
first time."
In recent years, Lorberbaum has become something of an expert on K-12
architecture education. In 2002, she
worked with the Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis and St. Louis ArtWorks
to launch "On Site," an annual architecture apprenticeship hosted at the Adams
School.
Last spring, she created the University's first community service-learning
course — "Rediscovering the Child: Designing and Teaching Problem Solving
Workshops For Urban Elementary Children" — for the American Culture Studies Program in Arts & Sciences. Later
this summer she will lead workshops for
See Program, Page 6

Gay Lorberbaum (center) examines a proposed science center with fourth-graders Catherine
Cavin (left) and Brianna Stanfield (right). The project is part of a new K-12 program in architecture that Lorberbaum created for the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts.
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School of Medicine faculty and staff mingle at the employee picnic June 8 at Hudlin Park.
Festivities included a catered barbecue lunch, Ted Drewes Frozen Custard, a disc jockey
providing background music, and games, including the pig race (below).

Larry J. Shapiro, M.D., executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean
of the School of Medicine, presents the Dean's Distinguished Service Award
to Jerome Pinkner, research lab manager in the Department of Molecular
Microbiology. The award annually recognizes an employee whose outstanding
contributions exemplify an exceptional commitment and dedication to the
School of Medicine.

Pinkner receives Distinguished Service Award
Larry J. Shapiro, M.D., executive vice
chancellor for medical affairs and
dean of the School of Medicine,
recognized three employees for their
outstanding contributions, exceptional
commitment and dedication to the
School of Medicine.
Jerome "Jerry" Pinkner received the
Dean's Distinguished Service Award.
Pinkner is research lab manager in the
Department of Molecular Microbiology
working for Scott Hultgren, Ph.D., professor of molecular microbiology. Hultgren said Pinkner is "indispensable" to
the lab — managing granting accounts,
negotiating and purchasing lab equipment and supplies and managing staff.
Pinkner also was first author on an article in the November 2006 issue of the
Proceedings of the National Academy
of Science.
Maggie Chi received the Research
Support Service Award. Chi is research
lab manager in the Department of Ob-

stetrics and Gynecology working for
Kelle Moley, M.D., professor of obstetrics and gynecology. Chi joined the
School of Medicine in 1973 to work
under the late Oliver Lowery, M.D. She
learned microanalytic quantitative
analysis to measure metabolites and enzyme activities in small quantities of
tissue. She is one of only a few people
worldwide who uses this technique and
shares her expertise with other researchers.
Ivory Reed Jr. received the Operation Support Service Award. Reed is
manager for Custodial Services working
for Gregg Evans. Those who nominated
Reed cited his support of the development, training and mentoring of all the
employees in the department, as well as
his superior ability to lead by example.
In addition, they noted his ability to
achieve and promote teamwork within
a culturally diverse work group and his
"can-do" attitude.

Ceremonies pay tribute to employees for length of service
At the First Annual Length of University
Service Award programs June 4, employees were recognized for 10 years of
service through the 53 years of service
by Marge Boyd, who retired from the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology in December.
The following employees were recognized for 10 years of service: Pat Noel
Alexander, John Allen, Danette Lynne
Anderson, Sally Suzanne Anderson,
Juanita A. Andrews, Sandra J. Arrick,
Pamela A. Augenstein, Amy M. Bain,
Kathy A. Baker, Sherry Banez-Muth,
Marilyn M. Bennett, Jerome Berry,
Sarah E. Bertelsen, Paula G. Bertram,
Cynthia Betz, Juanita Bishop, Florence
Bland, Patricia M. Blevins, Angela Lynne
Boyd, Diane E. Boyer, Sheila Breeden,
Michael D. Brodt, Michael N. Brown,
Dianne Lee Brumfield, Isaac Butler,
Michael Caldwell, Kelly D. Carpenter,
Shannon Marie Chrisco, Amy Katherine
Coleman, Lee Kathleen Conley, Kathryn
L. Cook, James Theodore Cooper,
Evelyn J. Counts, William H. Courtney,
Laura P. Courtney, Daniel L. Crimmins,
Lori Cupps, Kathleen L. Daly, Lisa Kay
Dattilo, Donna M. De Pond, James D.
Debrecht, Dorthea A. Dedeaux Turner,
Greg Dekoster, Kathryn Ellen Derr, Seta
G. Dikranian, Sandra Lee Dolan, Giselle
L. Duke, Deborah Ann Durfee, Betty A.
Durham, Xueping E, Shelia Edwards,
Jacqueline Epps-Wilbanks, Judith Ann
Escoffier, David 0. Evans, Danielle
Feathers, Mary J. Fedele, Marty G.
Fenstermaker, Kathy L Feurer, Lawrence
" Fields Jr., Andrew Gordon Fleming, .
Chastity Floyd, Cynthia Jane Flynn, Paul
Eugene Foeller, Eric L. Ford, Elaine M
Freesmeier, Vivien Gardner, Jennifer M.
Gartland, Patricia K. Giaminetti, Marilyn
Gibbons, Dwayne E. Golliday, Antoinette
M. Gonzales, Suellen C. Greco,
Bernadette M. Guy-Marshall, Joan E.
Haloftis, Mary C. Hamilton, Betty J.
Haren, Mary Kay Harmon, Mary Lee
Harmon, Barbara A. Hassan, Sandra M.
Hatzigeorgiou, Ellen R. Haynes, Li He,
Ronald S. Heller, Evelena E. Hornbeck,
Elizabeth Marie Hornbeck, Stephen C.
Horvath, Lori Ingram, Cindy Johnson,
Carrol L. Joiner, Patrina Lanay Jones,
Karen Lynn Jones, Renee V. Jordan,
Helen Mattaline Kaemmerer, Vani
Kalyanaraman, Joanne Mary Keay,
Nancy J. Kinker, Sara Kohlberg, William
J. Kraft, Teresa L. Krupp, Deborah N.
Ksiazek, Kerrie Rose Layton, Hongwei
Li, Li Lin, Paul D. Lowery, Glenda Ann
Luecke, Traian S. Lupu, Bei-wen Ma,
Duanduan Ma, Andrea G. Mahacek,
Jennifer Maher, Elizabeth C. Malkus,
Keith Ferrel Marshall, Cheryl Marshall,
Sandra Massey, Benjamin McNutt,
Pamela M. Mendoza, Aaron Menkhaus,
Dale Sean Merlin, Tracey Ann Mertens,
Tammy L. Minor, Deborah Modzinski,
Annie Moore, Gail Karen Moore, Nancy

Mudd, Lisa Maria Muglia, Donald Lee
Muller, Andrea J. Myles, Judith S.
Newell, Diane Nicholson, Patricia Marie
Nieters, Robert Wayne Oberman, Rachel
J. O'Neill, Anne B. Parker, Stephanie Jo
Parrish, Maia Parsadanian, Margaret
Ann Perryman, Brian Keith Phillips,
Linda Piersall, Kimberly L. Prophete,
Suzanne Amanda Pusa, Tanya Lynn
Pyrdeck, Denise R. Quillen, Adriane L.
Randolph, Betty Ann Rauckman, Trina L.
Redd-Elliott, Robyn L. Reese, Linda Kay
Reimann, Renee Snyder Renna,
Tamatha Jean Ressel, Timothy 0. Rice,
Lucille H. Richardson, Mari Homa
Robben, Heather M. Robertson, Natalie
E. Rockett, Robert Joseph Ruzicka,
Douglas Scronce, Terry Sebben, Lois
Ann Seibel, Jeanne M. Silvestrini,
Stephanie Ann Smith, Jacqueline E.
Snider, Igor Soyfer, Jeannette C. St.
Aubin, Regina Stiles, Eloise Crymes
Stith, Mary M. Stollhaus, Nichola L.
Story, Joseph T. Strong, Nicol A. Strong,
Mary Catherine Tarantola, Kenny D.
Thomas, Felita Kay Thomas, Judith M.
Tollett, Angela E. Topal, Alice A. Toth,
Susan E. Tuhro, Anatoly Tzekov, Helen
Mary Valenza, Alice J. Volz, Sonya Y.
Walker, Mary Ann Watkins, Ocie
Westmoland Jr., Janet K. Whealen,
Cassandria White Hampton, Karen Ann
Whitmore, Cornelius Williams, Angela L
Williams, Danny Willis, Joann Wilson,
Julie Anne Woodhouse, Elisa L Young,
Kevin L. Zenk, Mary Ellen Zerlan.
The following people were recognized
for 15 years of service: Jataun K.
Alberty, Darrell Spencer Baldwin,
Michelle Angela Bingaman, Michelle Lee
Bowles, Angela Marie Byrd, Frank
Joseph Caradonna, Paula Carmody,
Jeanne C. Cashman, Billy Dale Coleman,
Paul Kevin Commean, Lisa L. Cook,
Carol Ann Coplin, Cynthia A. Cordes,
Kimberly S. Davis, Walter Ward Davis
Jr., Ronnie A. Dillingham, Rosemary C.
Donovan; Paul E. Eisenbeis, Jacquelyn
Lee Fleming, Louis Fox, Robert S.
Fulton? Mary M. Gabriel, Sharon K.
Gjllman, Barbara Ann Glasener, Michelle
Sadler Greever, Lori Ann Groh, Peggy
Ann Guerrero, Andrea Elizabet Herrell,
Luethia Hinkle, Robert Bruce Horton,
John Conrad Hosie Jr., Daniel Arthur
Hunter, William D. Ivey, Patricia A.
Jacobi, April Johnson, Nora Frances
Johnson, Elizabeth Jean Kauling,
Allyson Marie Konersmann, Edward J.
Kulczycki, Carol L. Kwasny, Linda
Carlisle Larkin, Susan Marie Layton,
Teresa Leone, Linda S. Lobos, Lois A.
Loupe, Stacey Lyn Marion, Kimberly
Ann Metze, Bradley Miller, Marlene
Miller, Katherine Mitchell, Mary Frances
Moore, Karen Faye Muehlhauser,
Thomas M. Murray, Eileen 0'Donnell,
Donna J. Ottensmeier, James Vincent
Pagano, David C. Parsons, Shirley J.
Petzold, Julia Susann Phillips, Kathleen
Ann Ramsey, Paula Jeanine Reynolds,

Rodgers, Toby Schuman, Harold
Franklin Sims, Judith Dodge Speck,
Patricia Ann Switzer, Lynn K. Wesselmann, Annie B. Wilson
The following people were recognized
for 31 years of service: Christine Keller
Cooke, Virginia L. Devenport, Robert
Joseph Engeszer, Dianne Rae Fikar,
Peggy Ann Gardner, Debbie Krenning,
Mary Ann Lockett, Hieu Van Luu, Linda
Joyce Macker, Gavin Perry, Marita Ann
Ray, Roslyn Simms, Brit D. Stoskopf,
Virgil Terrell Jr., John Henry White,
Alten Winters, Theresa Yvonne Worley
The following people were recognized for
32 years of service: Joel Achtenberg,
Vicki Lynne Friedman, Madonna Cecilia
Friskel, Marcy Hoffmann Hartstein,
Annette Kyles, Marilyn Aach Levy, Jo
Ann Metz, William Thomas Roswit,
Glenda K. Wiman

(From left) Rosemary J. Lueck, Marge Boyd and Linda Susan Day admire Lueck's certificate for 41 years of service to the University at the First Annual Length of University Service award programs June 4 at the Eric P. Newman Education Center. Lueck
works for the Washington University Physician Billing Service. Boyd was recognized
for 53 years of service to the Division of Gynecological Oncology in the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Day, who works in the Department of Radiology,
was recognized for 40 years of service.
Julie Kay Ritchey, Dwayne Andrew
Rivers, Joyce Earlene Robinson, Diana
Rose Rodgers, Angie M. Rosengarten,
Melissa Marie Rundle, Valerie Marie
Rutterer, Deborah Lea Scherr, Frank A.
Schoenhoff, Paul A. Schoening, Erich L.
Schraer, Betty Nesthus Sharp, Paulette
Fae Shubert, Garry L Simmons, Kirk E.
Smith, David Gene Smugala, Paula
Angela Stewart, Diane Marie Struckhoff,
James Stueber, Malcolm Tobias, Donna
F. Van Meer, Lilla Vekerdy,Mary
Catherine Vogel, Diane Marie Wachter,
Dorothy A. Walker, Eugene William
Wescovich, Beth Anne Wilson, Doris
Faye Witte, Patricia Ellen Wohldmann,
Sheryl J. Wunderlich, Barbara Joan
Zeveski, Sheng Zhang, Xiaopei Zhu,
Betsy R. Zimerman
The following people were recognized
for 20 years of service: Prosperidad A.
Amargo, Adele Terese Beyers, Vincent
Stewart Butler, Marvin Carter, Gail Ann
Christian, Alma K. Cogshell, Joanne
Coughlin, Lynn Coulter, Linda Mary
Davidson, Teri Renee Davidson, Mary
Kathryn Debenedetti, Celia Marie Dehn,
David Lawrence Donermeyer, Diane M.
Ekstrand, Jacquelyn T. Engle, Marsha
Elaine Evans, Richard Patrick Fair, Curtis

Charles Fears, Mary Virginia Gaines,
Laura A. Graves, Lois Agnes Gyore,
Kathleen L. Hearty, John Mark Herndon,
Carolyn Ann Holmes, Arnold Dean
Jones, Demetrius Jones, Elizabeth M.
Jurgensen, Lois Jean Krohne, Stephen
Lynwood Lamp, Pao-Chu Cheng Ling,
Barbara Parisi Loechl, Sharon Kay
Macke, David R. Maffitt, Derell Monda
Magee, Jill K. Manchester, Rhonda Lynn
Matt, Shirley Ann McTigue, Russell G.
Monika, Derek P. Morgan, Patricia Ann
Morris, Kathleen Ann Obert, Ann
Marlene Olendorff, Dennis Michael
Pates, Joan Marie Podleski, Victoria
Lynn Reckamp, Suzanne Ruth
Schloemann, Linda Marie Schreier,
Patricia Ann Schroeder, Thomas Joseph
Schurwan, Aarti Raj Shah, Jeraldine P.
Smith, Larry Lynell Stewart, Sonjia
Louise Stinger, Alice E. Sutton, Debra
Diane Swap, Patricia A. Tampow, Keith
Alan Van Booven, Beth Loraine Viviano,
Sally Joan Wahlbrink, Craig Lee
Warnhoff, Cris Marie Welling, Tracy
Edward Whorton, Mary Elizabeth
Wohltmann, Lisa Marie Wojcik, Frances
Ann Wokurka, Linda Sue Woodcock,
Anne Younger, Patricia Ann Zollner
The following people were recognized

for 25 years of service: Cynthia Marie
Ade, Richard A. Berger, Rebecca J. Blair,
Wendell 0. Buchanan, Patrick Glen Caldwell, Rati Minocha Choksi, Michele
Congardi-Bowman, Cheryl Cress,
Patricia Ann Davis, Melvin Jacob
Drumm, Theresa M. Dulle, Gary Ralph
Ebrecht, Rebecca Suzanne Evans, Beverly June Hahn, Judith May Hanson,
Barbara J. Hill, Evelyn M. Kanter, Joanne
Marie Lauber, David R. Marshall, William Bayard McConnaughey, Debra
Currin McGhaw, Patricia M. McKevitt,
Xay Van Nguyen, Darlene Nichols, Rodney Pleasant, Ivory L. Preston, Patti
J. Rensing, Eric Eugene Roberts;
Georgia Louise Schefft, Peggy Sue
Seris, Sonya Alicia St. James, Sally
Lynne Stewart, Robin Marie Woltman,
Elaine Marie Zuzack
The following people were recognized
for 30 years of service: Terry Warren
Anderson, Lillian K. Beal, Katherine M.
Bles, Jared Kent Bullock, David Yuen-Kai
Chi, Walter C. Clermont, Patricia Ann
Eagan, Robert Joseph Feltmann, Janice
Francis, Kevin Joseph Gagen, Patricia A.
Gunn, Linda J. Hammond, Thelma Jean
Harris, John Thomas Hood Jr., Lennis L.
Lich, G. James Planer, Stephen

The following people were recognized
for 33 years of service: Mary Catherine
Beranek, Anna B. Bobbitt, Jane Lewis
Boudreaux, Pearl Elizabeth Clair, William
E. Coughlin, Sherilyn Hall, Reka Kozak,
John James Marcallini, Mary Helen
Mohr, Deborah Ann Monolo, Geraldine
M. Neumann, Dale Frank Osborne,
Peggy June Romero, Susan J. Schreit,
Andrea Maresse Sykes, Rosie T. Vanderson, Maxine Whiteside, Faye Helane
Zvibleman
The following people were recognized
for 34 years of service: Dianne Lee
Boehmer, Linda Kay Breuklander, Colleen
Ann Calcaterra, Maggie Man-Yee Chi,
Connie Lavern Davis, Kathleen Ehrhard,
Karen G. Green, Patricia Ann Mulligan,
Elery M. Sharp, Trudy Wright Warner
The following people were recognized
for 35 years of service: Catherine Ann
Berg, Janet Marie Casmaer, Gerald Lee
Chytla, Joan Marie Hucker, Jane Humphrey, William H. Margenau, Edward
Robert Meyer Jr., Joseph J. Mullaney,
Debora Rice, Frances Ann Robertson
The following people were recognized
for 36 years of service: Kenneth W.
Clark, Zelma Jones, Mary Jane Meyer,
Lucille Janet Miller, Edward J. Walter
Frank R. Reed was recognized for 37
years of service.
The following people were recognized
for 38 years of service: Patricia Ann
Morrissey, Kathleen P. Fulwider, Simon
Igielnik, Annie Thompson, Barbara Ann
Wehner
The following people were recognized
for 39 years of service: Peggy Brown,
Joanne Markham, Shirlene Taylor
Linda Susan Day was recognized for 40
years of service, and Rosemary J.
Lueck was recognized for 41 years of
service.
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School of Medicine Update

Spoken word piece calls attention to hepatitis B
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS

When then-classmates Jason
Hill and Leon Scott, M.D.,
performed a spoken word
piece about health disparities and
the roles of physicians during the
2004 Medical School class show,
the audience was captivated by
what became the highlight of the
show.
"It was impossible not to be
engulfed by what they were saying," said Kathy Lee, now national
Asian Pacific American Medical
Student Association (APAMSA)
president and a fourth-year student at the School of Medicine.
"It was such a fresh, creative way
to get a message across."
So when Lee was planning a
training conference on preventing
hepatitis B, she recruited Hill and
Scott to create a spoken word
performance piece. Spoken word
is an innovative performing art

(From left) Jason Hill and Leon Scott, M.D., perform their spoken word piece on a video for the Asian
Pacific American Medical Student Association. The video is available at mednews.wustl.edu/news/
page/normal/9646.html.
that intertwines elements of rap
and poetry.
Once again, they stole the"
show.

"After Jason and Leon performed, the room was silent, and
everyone was in awe of what they
had just seen," she said. "I will

Dobbs brace to advance clubfoot treatment
BY BETH MILLER

Anew brace that maintains correction for clubfoot,
a birth defect in which the foot is turned in
toward the body, has shown better compliance and
fewer complications than the traditional brace used
to treat the condition.
Matthew B. Dobbs, M.D., associate professor of
orthopaedic surgery, designed the dynamic brace,
called the Dobbs brace, to allow active movement, '
preserve muscle strength in the foot and ankle and
be less restrictive to the child than the traditional
brace.
Dobbs tested the brace on 28
patients who had already received
non-surgical treatment for their
clubfeet at St. Louis Children's
Hospital and St. Louis Shriners
Hospital. Over a two- to threeyear follow-up period, Dobbs and
his colleagues found that the
Dobbs brace is at least as effective
as the traditional brace and reDobbs
sulted in better compliance by
parents.
Dobbs is senior author of the study that appears
in the July/August issue of the Journal of Pediatric
Orthopaedics.
Dobbs first treated children with clubfoot deformity using the Ponseti method. The treatment, developed in the 1950s by Ignacio Ponseti, M.D., professor emeritus of orthopaedics and rehabilitation at
the University of Iowa, involves weekly casting and
manipulation of the clubfoot soon after birth. When
done correctly, the Ponseti method greatly reduces
the need for extensive surgery, which can contribute
to painful and arthritic feet in adulthood.
The children with clubfoot whom Ponseti treated
with this method were likely to have normally functioning, pain-free, flexible feet in adulthood.
Traditionally, children who have been treated for

clubfoot using the Ponseti method must wear a
nighttime brace that turns their feet away from the
body for three to four years following the initial casting treatment. The brace has open-toed, high-top
shoes attached to a shoulder-width fixed metal bar.
Because of skin blistering and the brace's restriction of leg motion, many parents used the brace less
than had been prescribed, which can allow recurrent
clubfoot deformities that may require extensive surgery. In fact, past studies had shown that about 30
percent to 40 percent of families do not use the traditional brace as prescribed.
In contrast, the new brace has a soft, custommolded interface that is placed inside of a solid
ankle-foot orthosis, an orthopedic appliance designed to maintain alignment of the bones in the
foot and ankle. The bar connecting the feet has a release mechanism that allows parents to easily detach
and reattach the bar to place the child in a car seat or
high chair or change a diaper without removing the
entire brace. The Dobbs brace also allows children to
move their legs independently and walk while wearing the brace.
Dobbs said these changes are key to preventing a
recurrence of clubfoot.
All 28 patients in the study had reached full correction for their clubfoot before being fitted for the
brace. Eighteen patients who had not been wearing
the-traditional brace as prescribed were fitted for the
Dobbs brace. The remaining patients were fitted only
for the Dobbs brace. All but two patients wore the
brace as prescribed.
"The newly designed, more flexible foot abduction orthosis is equally effective, or more so, than the
traditional brace, considering rates of clubfoot relapse were less with the new orthosis than those reported in several series using the traditional brace,"
Dobbs said.
The Dobbs brace was patented and is licensed
through the University's Office of Technology Management.

DOWII tO a Science (From left) Derecka Travis, a student at Soldan International Studies High
School, plates bacteria on Petri dishes that contain the antibiotic ampicillin, with Zac Cusumano,
a third-year graduate student in the Division of Biology and Biological Sciences, and Kenneth
Stockard, a student at Vashon High School. Travis and Stockard are participating in this year's
Young Scientist Program, designed to attract high school students primarily from disadvantaged
backgrounds into scientific careers. The program recently received a $700,000, five-year grant
from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute to continue stimulating interest in science.

never forget the intensity in the
room."
Their spoken word piece became part of APAMSA's national
campaign, "APAMSA fights to
break the hepatitis B cycle." The
goal of this project is to use innovative methods to educate the
public about the hepatitis B epidemic in the Asian-Pacific American population.
Hepatitis B, a disease caused by
infection with the hepatitis B
virus, can lead to cirrhosis of the
liver, liver failure and liver cancer.
Asian-Pacific Americans make
up more than half of the 1.3-1.5
million known hepatitis B carriers
in the United States, according to
the Asian Liver Center at Stanford
University. In some Pacific Rim

countries, as much as 10 percentto 20 percent of the population
carries hepatitis B.
Despite the availability of the
hepatitis B vaccine, vaccination
rates are low and hepatitis B remains a global health problem.
Therefore, many children worldwide remain unvaccinated, and
many adults unknowingly are
chronic carriers. Although most
hepatitis B carriers have no symptoms, they can still transmit the
infection and develop, liver cancer.
Hepatitis B infection causes 80
percent of liver cancer cases
worldwide.
Hepatitis B can be transmitted
by blood transfusions, reusing
needles and unprotected sex, but
many Asian-Pacific Americans become infected when they are infants. Frequently, transmission of
the hepatitis B virus occurs during birth when the virus is passed
on from the mother to her child.
"Our goal is for physicians to
think about hepatitis B when they
see an Asian-Pacific American patient and ask the patient if he or
she has been screened," Lee says.
"Simply asking that question can
prevent families from spreading
this terrible disease to future generations."
Hill is an M.D/Ph.D. student
and Scott earned his medical degree in May and begins his residency at St. Louis Children's Hospital this month.
For more information about
the hepatitis B campaign, go to
www.apamsa.org.

Hamvas named James P. Keating,
M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Troy, N.Y., and a medical degree
fromWUSTLin 1981.
After completing a residency
Aaron Hamvas, M.D., a reat St. Louis Children's Hospital in
nowned pediatrician in new1984, Hamvas was a primary-care
born medicine and a leading
pediatrician at People's Clinic Inc.
authority on a lethal infant lung
in St. Louis, as well as an instrucdisease, has been appointed the
tor in clinical pediatrics at the
first James P. Keating, M.D., ProSchool of Medicine.'
fessor of Pediatrics.
Hamvas then completed a felHamvas is medical director
lowship in newborn medicine at
of the Neonatal Intensive Care
St. Louis Children's Hospital in
Unit at St. Louis Children's Hos1990 and was named an instrucpital and of Nursery Services at
tor. He was promoted to profesBarnes-Jewish Hospital. He treats
sor in 2002.
newborns with life-threatening
Keating has known
infections, debilitating
Hamvas as a student, resphysical defects and imident and colleague for
mature organs.
more than 25 years.
The professorship is
"At all times he is a
named in honor of James
caring, just and inspiring
P. Keating, M.D., the W.
teacher and an irreplaceMcKim Marriott Profesable partner in the work
sor of Pediatrics and a piof our department, hosoneer in the field of pedipital and school," Keating
atric gastroenterology.
Hamvas
said. "He is a man of inFor more than 35 years,
tegrity, humility and
Keating has taught huncompassion. My family and I are
dreds of residents at the medical
thrilled and proud that he has acschool as director and now co-dicepted the role of the. first holder
rector of the pediatric residency
of this new professorship."
program. He began practicing peKeating earned an undergraddiatrics in 1968 at St. Louis Chiluate degree from Harvard Unidren's Hospital.
versity and a medical degree from
"James Keating has brought
Harvard Medical School. He was
great energy, humor, passion and
a resident in pediatrics at Boston
creativity to his pediatric resiCity Hospital and Massachusetts
dents," Chancellor Mark S. WrighGeneral Hospital and served in
ton said. "It is only fitting that
the U.S. Navy as a physician in
Aaron Hamvas, who possesses
Quang Tri Provincial Hospital in
these same traits, serve as the inauVietnam. He later earned a masgural holder of this professorship."
ter's degree in epidemiology at
Wrighton and Larry J. Shapiro,
the London School of Hygiene
M.D., executive vice chancellor
and Tropical Medicine.
for medical affairs and dean of
Keating was named professor
the School of Medicine, jointly
of pediatrics at the School of
announced the appointment.
Medicine in 1978. He established
"This professorship also allows
the Division of Pediatric Gasus to recognize Dr. Hamvas' outtroenterology and Nutrition
standing work, his research into
within the Department of Pedithe genetics of newborn respiraatrics, serving as its director until
tory distress and his clinical work
1992. He also served as director
in the Neonatal Intensive Care
of the pediatric intensive care
Unit," Shapiro said.
unit from 1980-1992 and develHamvas earned an undergradoped the Division of Medical Diuate degree cum laude from Rensagnostics in 1992.
selaer Polytechnic Institute in
BY BETH MILLER
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Olynyk named director of Graduate School of Art
BY LIAM OTTEN

Patricia Olynyk has been
named director of the Graduate School of Art, part of
the Sam Fox School of Design
& Visual Arts.
Olynyk is an internationally
known artist whose prints and installations frequently employ microscopy and biomedical imaging
technologies to explore the intersections between art and the life
sciences. She is a professor in the
School of Art and Design at the
University of Michigan, as well as
a research associate professor at
Michigan's Life Sciences Institute.
"Patricia is an accomplished
artist and a perfect fit to lead the
Master of Fine Arts program," said
Carmon Colangelo, dean of the
Sam Fox School and the E. Desmond Lee Professor for Community Collaboration in the Arts.
"She will work proactively with
the faculty to expand both the
scale and interdisciplinary opportunities within the program, while
also raising its quality and national and international visibility."
Olynyk will report directly to
Jeff Pike, dean of the College and
Graduate School of Art. Her appointment — effective this
month — follows an extensive
national search led by Ron Leax,
the Halsey C. Ives Professor of
Art. It also follows the recent
consolidation of all graduate art
studios into the University's
Lewis Center building.
(Lewis Center previously
housed undergraduate programs
in sculpture, photography, ceramics and visual communication —
programs that have since moved
into new and renovated facilities
on the Danforth Campus.)
"This is a very exciting time

for the graduate school," noted
Pike, the Jane Reuter Hitzeman
and Herbert F. Hitzeman, Jr.,
Professor.
"Thanks in part to the expansion in facilities, graduate enrollment has more than doubled
over the past two years," rising
from 22 students in 2005 to 47
students for the coming academic year. "Patricia has both the vision and the administrative experience to keep growing and
strengthening the program."
In addition to her duties as director of the graduate school,
Olynyk will serve as the first Florence and Frank Bush Professor
in Art. The professorship is in
honor of two late alumni, both
longtime supporters of the University: Florence Bush (LA '31)
and her husband, Frank Bush
(BU '30), former vice president
of Marsh & McLennan Inc. in
St. Louis.
Patricia Olynyk
Olynyk earned a diploma of visual art from the Alberta College
of Art and Design in Calgary in
1983 and a master of fine arts
from the California College of
the Arts in Oakland in 1988. She
studied Japanese language and
cultural history at Osaka National University of Foreign Studies
and spent three years as a research scholar at Kyoto Seika
University, both in Japan.
Prior to joining the University
of Michigan in 1999, Olynyk
taught at the New College of
California and the Academy of
Art College, both in San Francisco, as well as the University of
California, Berkeley, and the
University of Nebraska. In 2002,
she became director of Michigan's Penny W. Stamps Distinguished Visitors Program and

Roman J. Witt Visiting Faculty
Program. In 2005, she became the
first non-scientist appointed to
the Life Sciences Institute.
As an artist, Olynyk investigates the often-tenuous relationships between human culture, science and the environment. Her
work frequently calls upon viewers to expand their awareness of
the worlds they inhabit —
whether those worlds are their
own bodies or the spaces that surround them.
For example, "Sensing Terrains" (2006), an installation created for the National Academy of
Sciences in Washington, D.C., juxtaposes scanning electron micrographs of sensory organs with
photographs of Japanese gardens
designed to "tickle the senses."
Specimens range from human
corneas (representing sight) and
wild mouse taste buds and olfactory epithelia (representing taste
and smell) to guinea pig cochlea
(representing sound) and drosophila feet (representing touch).
Meanwhile, the large digital
print "Orb" (2005) combines
Olynyk's own retinal scan with garden images and scanning electron
micrographs of drosophila wings.
"Duality of Opposites III" (2003), a
12-color hand-printed lithograph,
is a collage of garden imagery and
schematic designs (representing
electromagnetic fields and proportion in nature) overprinted with a
17th century spiral poem.
Olynyk's work has been featured in solo and group exhibitions around the world, at such
venues as the Brooklyn Museum;
the New York Hall of Science; the
Museo del Corso in Rome; Galleria Grafica and the Saitama Modern Art Museum in Japan; and the
American University in Cairo.

University Events
Comets • Summer School Film Series
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place July 12-Aug. 15 at
Washington University. Visit the Web
for expanded calendars for the Danforth
Campus (webevent.wustl.edu) and the
School of Medicine (medschool
.wustl.edu/calendars.html).

pediatrics. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 454-6006.
.

Wednesday, July 18
12:10 p.m.-12:50 p.m. Human Resources
Brown Bag Information Session. "Setting
Technological Boundaries for Children."
Brookings Hall, Rm. 300. 935-5990.

Exhibits

Friday, July 20

"Horse Series." Abstract images of Clydesdale horses by Robert Boston, School of
Medicine photographer. Through fall.
Farrell Learning and Teaching Center, 520
S. Euclid Ave., Lvl. 2.

7:30 p.m. Saint Louis Astronomical
Society Meeting. "Comets: Ancient
Messengers." Erika Gibb, asst. prof,
of physics and astronomy, U. of Mo.St. Louis. McDonnell Hall, Rm. 162.
935-4614.

Film
Wednesday, July 18
7 p.m. Summer School Film Series. "Lady
Sings the Blues" (1972). Sidney J. Furie,
dir. Eads Hall, Rm. 103. 935-6720.

Tuesday, July 24
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Center for the Application of Information Technology ThreeDay Program. "Project Management
Simulation." (Continues 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
July 25-26.) Cost: $1,515; reduced fees
available for CAIT member organizations.
CAIT, 5 N. Jackson Ave. To register:
935-4444.

Wednesday, July 25

Friday, July 27

7 p.m. Summer School Film Series.
"'Round Midnight" (1989). Bertrand
Tavernier, dir. Eads Hall, Rm. 103.
935-6720.

9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "Genetic Epidemiology of Nicotine Dependence:
Adolescence — The Period of Inhalation."
Laura Jean Bierut, prof, of psychiatry.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.

Wednesday, Aug. 1
7 p.m. Summer School Film Series. "Tune
In Tomorrow" (1990). Jon Amiel, dir.
Eads Hall, Rm. 103. 935-6720.

Lectures
Thursday, July 12
8:30 a.m.-noon. School of Law Workshop.
"The Effects of Domestic Violence on
Children." Presented by the Missouri
Baptist Children's Home Professional
Development Inst. Cost: $105. AnheuserBusch Hall, Bryan Cave Moot Courtroom.
To register: 739-6811 ext. 334.

Friday, July 13
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "A
Quest for a Silver Bullet: Nebulized Silver
Carbenes." Carolyn Cannon, asst. prof, of

Saturday, July 28
7:45 a.m.-4 p.m. Oncology CME Course.
"Review of the Presentations from the
ASC0 Annual Meeting 2007." Cost: $65.
St. Louis Marriott West, 660 Maryville
Centre Drive. To register: 362-6891.

Friday, Aug. 3
9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Cerebral Palsy CME
Course. Annual Cerebral Palsy Conference. "Building the Road to Independence: A Guide to Parents and Caregivers
of Children with Cerebral Palsy." (Continues 7:30 a.m.-3:45 p.m. Aug. 4.)
Cost: $295 for physicians, $225 for allied
health professionals, $95 for non-medical
attendees. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. To register: 362-6891.

Monday, Aug. 13
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Center for the Application of Information Technology Two-Day

Program. "Business Finance and Budget
Fundamentals for IT Professionals."
(Continues 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Aug 14.)
Cost: $830; reduced fees available for
CAIT member organizations. CAIT, 5 N.
Jackson Ave. To register: 935-4444.

Wednesday, Aug. 15
4 p.m. Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
Seminar. "PKC: Sensing Oxygen in the
Lens." Delores Takemoto, prof, of biochemistry, Kan. State U. Maternity Bldg.,
Rm. 725. 362-3315.

Music
Thursday, July 12
8 p.m. Summer Jazz at Holmes. Willie
Akins, saxophone, and Miles Vandiver
Quartet. Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge.
935-4841.

Sunday, July 15
7:30 p.m. Concert. "Bach, Goethe,
Mendelssohn." The Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis. Brookings
Quadrangle. 569-0371.

Thursday, July 19
8 p.m. Summer Jazz at Holmes. Curt
Landes, piano, and Vince Martin Quartet.
Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge. 935-4841.

Sunday, July 22
7:30 p.m. Concert. "Classical Vienna." The
Gateway Festival Orchestra of St. Louis.
Brookings Quadrangle. 569-0371.

Thursday, July 26
8 p.m. Summer Jazz at Holmes. Randy
Holmes, trumpeter, and his quartet.
Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge. 935-4841.

Thursday, Aug. 2
8 p.m. Summer Jazz at Holmes. Tony
Viviano, vocalist, and Ptah Williams,
piano. Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge.
935-4841.

Thursday, Aug. 9
8 p.m. Summer Jazz at Holmes. Todd
Mosby Group. Ridgley Hall, Holmes
Lounge. 935-4841.

Sam Fox School
Students create artworks
for Grace Hill health center
BY LIAM OTTEN

Over the past year, six faculty
and students from the Sam
Fox School of Design & Visual
Arts have planned, created and
installed a series of large-scale
artworks for the Grace Hill
Water Tower Health Center,
4308 North Grand Ave.
The center, one of five
Grace Hill clinics in the St.
Louis area, provides low-income and uninsured residents
with professional primary and
preventive health care, including pediatrics, adult medicine
and OB/GYN services.
The project is the brainchild
of Ron Fondaw, professor of
sculpture and a noted public
artist, whose courses frequently
include a public-art component. Since 2001, Fondaw's students have created more than a
dozen artworks for several
elder-care homes, as well as for
two other Grace Hill neighborhood clinics.
"Studies have shown that the
spaces we live and work in have
a great deal of influence on how
we feel," Fondaw explained. At
the same time, "a focus of my
teaching is to help students find
ways of contextualizing their
work other than the white box
of the museum or commercial
gallery. The challenge here was
to design artwork that fits aesthetically into the building and
is sensitive to the clients of the
specific clinic."
Fondaw first approached
physician Valerie Higginbotham, M.D., OB/GYN for the
Water Tower clinic, about the
project last ■summer.
In the fall, 12 students
toured the facility, met with
staff and patients and began
developing ideas.
In October, each student
made a formal presentation,
from which six projects were

approved by Grace Hill administrators. Construction began in
the spring, with materials and
equipment donated by the Sam
Fox School. The finished pieces
were formally dedicated May 9.
Many of the works are interactive and characterized by a sly
sense of humor.
"An Apple a Day" by junior
Jon Yanillos consists of 365
hand-carved wooden apples
that are scattered throughout
the clinic. Graduate student
Cathy Cannistra installed
"Nimbus," a kind of three-dimensional "rain cloud" that allows children to "draw" on
water-sensitive paper.
"Circles" by junior Carley
Mostar consists of materials and
instructions that allow patients
to create a kind of ongoing
mural in the clinic's Women, Infant and Children's Area.
• Meanwhile Fondaw supplied
"Pill," a small abstract drawing,
for the clinic's main hallway.
"Infinite View of You" by
senior Yu Araki is a series of infinitely reflecting mirrors installed in the small area where
patients are weighed and measured.
Michele Owens (MFA '02),
adjunct lecturer in sculpture,
employed glass in an almost
painterly way. Ten brightly colored panes, installed in a series
of small windows, take advantage of the natural light and
suggest cellular images as seen
through a microscope.
"These students have really
risen to the challenge," Fondaw
concluded. "They've had great
learning experiences and completed works of public art they
can use to create a portfolio
that they will use to apply for
more lucrative commissions.
"And the clinic has gotten
permanent artwork that will
enliven the space for many
years to come."

Summer law institute brings
international students to campus
Anew two-week Summer Institute in U.S. Law for international students will be held July
22-Aug. 3 at the School of Law.
Undergraduate law students
from several countries, including
Portugal, India, Iceland, Denmark
and Venezuela, will explore the
U.S. legal system, its basic structures and processes and the ways
in which it is distinctive from the
legal systems of their countries.
The students will assume the
role of a U.S. lawyer resolving hypothetical problems that demonstrate the methods and principles
covered in lecture and reading assignments.
In the final session, they will
orally argue one side of the hypothetical case, employing both
"legal English" and their knowledge of U.S. law.
"The law school has a very
successful yearlong master's in
law program (an LL.M. degree
program) for foreign lawyers who
have earned their bachelor of law
or LL.B. in their home countries,"
said Michele Shoresman, Ph.D.,
associate dean for graduate programs at the law school.
"We have invited these students for a shorter period of time
to see our campus and to become
familiar with the quality of legal
education we offer," she added.
"International students often hear
of institutions on either coast; we

want them to know more about
the advantages of studying in
St. Louis.
"We have learned from the
yearlong program that once we
bring people here, they love it. We
hope to welcome back some of
these summer students as LL.M.s
after they have completed their
undergraduate degrees."
The 20 participants also will
examine the structure of the U.S.
court system and visit local
courts.
They will resolve a freedom of
religion problem designed to
demonstrate distinctive aspects of
the court systems in the United
States as well as how constitutional rights are enforced, how the
Anglo-American "adversarial"
procedures differs from the civil
judicature and how judicial opinions operate as a source of law in
this country.
Outside the classroom, students will spend a weekend in
Chicago and attend St. Louis
events such the jazz festival at the
Missouri Botanical Garden.
Leigh Greenhaw, J.D., senior
lecturer in law for foreign lawyers,
and Michael Koby, J.D., director
of the Trial and Advocacy Program at the law school, will serve
as faculty for the institute.
The law school plans to make
the Summer Institute in U.S. Law
an annual event.
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Malten appointed first assistant
vice chancellor for sustainability
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Matthew Malten has been appointed assistant vice
chancellor for campus sustainability, effective
July 9.
His appointment marks the first time that the
University has given a person the responsibility for
campus sustainability.
"Matt has strong and appropriate experience with
a large utility and with another great academic institution," Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton said. "He is
dedicated and committed to assisting us in formulating and implementing the best policies and programs in the area of sustainability. Washington University is committed to being a model institution,
and Matt will be an effective contributor to our
achieving a leadership position in addressing problems related to the environment."
Search committee members were: Jan Amend,
Ph.D., associate professor of earth and planetary sciences and director of environmental studies; Bruce
Backus, assistant vice chancellor for environmental
health and safety; Pratim Biswas, Ph.D., the Stifel and
Quinnette Jens Professor of Environmental Engineering Science and chair of energy, environmental
and chemical engineering;
Debbie Blandford, human resources recruitment
specialist in Human Resources; John E. Klein, executive vice chancellor for administration; Peter MacKeith, associate professor of architecture and associate director of the Sam Fox Arts Center; and Richard
Smith, Ph.D., the Ralph E. Morrow Distinguished
University Professor and chair of anthropology in
Arts & Sciences.
Since 2005, Malten served as sustainability coordinator at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In that capacity, he was involved with initiatives to form a comprehensive sustainability program
for the university and specifically collaborated with
faculty, staff and students to implement energy efficiency, renewable energy, green building and local
food initiatives on campus.
As assistant vice chancellor for campus sustainability at Washington University, Malten will provide
the vision, organizational strategy and focus for advancing operational sustainability efforts. He will

help provide senior officials, administrators, faculty, staff and students with the knowledge, skills
Malten
and focus to integrate sustainability values and practices into
strategic planning processes, management of resources and operations/and planning and design of
facilities and surrounding areas.
His position is expected to facilitate the link between the operations staff and campus groups interested in sustainability issues, and promote initiatives
that will enable the University to achieve campus
sustainability goals. Malten will support and enhance
current programs related to energy and resource
conservation, environmental stewardship, waste reduction and recycling, and sustainability at the University.
Malten earned a bachelor's degree in natural resources and environmental sciences from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1996. In
1998, he earned a master's degree in environmental
economics and policy from Duke University.
In 1997, while still in graduate school at Duke,
Malten was an environmental consultant for Duke
Energy and also served as an environmental scientist
with IBM Corp.'s Engineering Center for Environ^
mentally Conscious Products in Research Triangle
Park, N.C., assisting in programs that help reuse, recycle or safely dispose of company products.
From 1998-2004, Malten was a senior environmental specialist with Wisconsin Energy Corp. in
Milwaukee, where he managed that Fortune 500 energy company's communications for environmental
issues and projects, including the utility industry's
first GRI-based sustainability report.
In 2004, in Milwaukee, Malten served the US.
Green Building Council as its first Mark Ginsberg
Sustainability Fellow, where he worked to help
integrate LEED-based metrics into sustainability
reporting.
Malten, a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) accredited professional, also was
an inaugural Fellow of the Property and Environment Research Center's Kinship Conservation Institute, in Bozeman, Mont., where he studied marketbased solutions to environmental problems.

Chen receives Microsoft fellowship
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Yixin Chen, Ph.D., assistant professor of computer science and engineering, is one of five faculty
nationwide to receive a 2007 Microsoft Research
New Faculty Fellowship.
The fellowship is one of the
most prestigious awards for young
computer scientists. Chen, who
joined the faculty in 2005, is the
first WUSTL researcher to be
awarded the fellowship.
It provides an unrestricted cash
gift of $200,000 and other resources, such as software, conference travel and the opportunity to
Chen
engage in research with Microsoft
Corp. personnel for the next two
years.
Now in its third year, the fellowship program is
administered by Microsoft Research's External Research & Programs group as part of its mission to
support and collaborate with the academic community. The program is designed to identify and assist
exceptional first-, second- and third-year professors
engaged in innovative computing research.
Each university in the nation may nominate one

candidate, from which 10 are flown to Microsoft in
Redmond, Wash., to give a five-minute presentation
to a panel of computer scientists, three from Microsoft and three from academia.
Chen won the fellowship for his research in nonlinear optimization, which has a number of applications in automated planning, medical operations,
computational biology and engineering design.
Chen developed an algorithm that reduces the
time involved in solving a nonlinear optimization
problem from a week to 100 seconds.
Working with Joseph O. Deasy, Ph.D., associate
professor of radiation oncology in the School of
Medicine, Chen is applying the algorithm to reduce
the complexity of radiation therapy by letting multiple steps in procedures unfold rapidly and efficiendy,
minimizing tissue damage.
Similarly, Chen's technology can be applied to
NASA software so that the decision procedures that
rovers and satellites do in two hours could be executed in 30 seconds.
"The goal is that, by reducing the computational
complexity of nonlinear optimization, we will develop fast and robust decision-making tools and significandy extend the ways that computing can be used
in medical, scientific and engineering applications,"
Chen said.

Bauers establish professorship in
organizational ethics, governance
BY BARBARA REA

The John M. Olin School of
Business has received a major
gift from the Bauer Foundation
to establish the George and Carol
Bauer Professorship in Organizational Ethics and Governance,
announced Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton.
"We.are very grateful for
George and Carol Bauer's dedication to Washington University,
and for their generous support of
the Olin School's teaching and research efforts in the field of organizational ethics and governance,"
Wrighton said. "The Bauer Professorship will gready enhance
this important area of study."
Mahendra Gupta, Ph.D., the
Geraldine J. and Robert L. Virgil
Professor of Accounting and
Management and dean of the
Olin School, said, "At the Olin
School of Business, we are strongly committed to educating our
students in corporate governance
and advancing personal and professional ethics. This professorship affirms our resolve and inspires us. It will significandy enhance our research, business and
classroom engagements. I am
deeply thankful to George and
Carol Bauer for this important
investment and support, the impact of which will be felt for years
to come."
In addition to this gift, the
Bauers have provided substantial
support for scholarships at the
University. In 2004, they established an endowed scholarship as
part of the Spirit of Washington
University Scholarship Program.
This scholarship provides emergency financial assistance to Uni-

of trustees, citing his wealth of
experience in leadership, educational administration, business
and fund raising, as well as his international background and lifelong interest in young people.
"I am very excited about becoming the ninth president of
Randolph College," said Klein,
who serves as WUSTL's chief operating officer overseeing most
non-academic activities, including finance, facilities, human resources, information technology
and real estate. "It is a very special
place with an impressive past and
great prospects for the future.
"Admitting men this fall will
be a new experience for everyone;
however, we will not forget this
college's long history and commitment to women's values. I will
work to build on the very real
sense of community that exists at
the college; on the excellence of

its academic programs, faculty
and students; and on the global
diversity of its student body and
programs."
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
noted that Klein has made important contributions to WUSTL
since his arrival in 2004, most notably in the area of financial affairs.
"John Klein and his wife,
Susan, will both be valuable contributors in their new setting and
will be missed in St. Louis and at
Washington University," Wrighton
said. "However, it is rewarding that
John can use his experiences here
to lead an important academic institution, and I wish him every
success in his new role."
To read the complete news release from Randolph College, visit
randolphcollege.edu/newsevents/
pressreleases/news_detail.asp?
id=636.

versity students who experience
unforeseen financial problems
that could preclude them from
remaining at the University.
George P. Bauer grew up on a
farm in DeSoto, Mo. He graduated from the School of Engineering & Applied Science with a
bachelor's degree in industrial engineering in 1953 and earned a
master's degree from the Sever
Institute in 1959.
An active alumnus, he serves
on the University's New York Regional Cabinet. Bauer spent 31
years at IBM Corp., where he held
a number of executive positions in
marketing, finance and business
systems, until retiring in the mid1990s to start an investment banking firm, GPB Group Ltd.
Carol Bauer is very active with
Norwalk Hospital in Norwalk,
Conn., serving as chaplain and
formerly serving as chair of its
Board of Trustees.
The Bauer's philanthropy has
spread beyond the campus, most
recendy to Thailand. The unlikely
connection was the result of an
alumni group trip in 1994 that
exposed the Bauers to the harrowing circumstances of sexually
exploited adolescent girls. Several
years later, the New Life Center
became a reality, thanks to combined efforts of the Bauers and
the Japanese government.
Their gift serves as a halfway
house providing shelter, education and vocational training for
50 rescued girls. When introduced, the New Life Center was
so innovative that it was featured
on CBS'"60 Minutes."
The Bauers have three children
and five grandchildren, and live
in New Canaan, Conn.

Jazz at Holmes summer Nights starts jyiy.12
Saxophonist Willie Akins and
the Miles Vandiver Quartet will
launch Jazz at Holmes Summer
Nights, a five-week series of free
Thursday-evening jazz concerts,
from 8-10 p.m. July 12.
The series features professional
jazz musicians from St. Louis performing in a relaxed coffeehousestyle setting. Sponsors include the
College of Arts 8c Sciences, the
Department of Music and University College, both in Arts 8c Sciences, and Student Union.
Akins, a native of Webster
Groves, Mo., released his first disc,
the critically lauded "Alima," on the
Catalyst label in 1998 and today
plays regularly at clubs and concert
venues throughout the area.
The series will continue July 19
with pianist Curt Landes and the
Vince Martin Quartet performing
an urban mix of jazz and rhythm
and blues. On July 26, Trumpeter

Randy Holmes will lead his quartet in an evening of bebop and
music of the 1960s. Vocalist Tony
Viviano will join pianist Ptah
Williams Aug. 2 for an evening
emphasizing the music of Tony
Bennett. The series concludes
Aug. 9 with the Todd Mosby
Group, which combines jazz with
Indian fusion.
"Artists and their programs for
this summer version of Jazz at
Holmes were selected specifically
to offer the public a diverse perspective on jazz," says William
Lenihan, director of jazz performance in the Department of Music.
All concerts are free and open
to the public and take place in
Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall, except for the Aug. 9 concert, which
is in Brookings Quadrangle.
For more information, call
862-0874 or e-mail staylor@
wustl.edu.
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Klein named president of Randolph College
Executive Vice Chancellor for
Administration John E. Klein
has been named as the ninth
president of Randolph College in
Lynchburg, Va. The board of
trustees of the
liberal arts college, which is
transitioning
from a
women's college to a coeducational
institution,
announced its
Klein
selection of
Klein June 13
following a national search. Klein
will begin his term in August.
According to a press release issued by the college, founded as
Randolph-Macon Woman's College in 1891, the presidential
search committee unanimously
recommended Klein to the board
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Bridge-building is what's most
important, Keshavarz tells U.N.

Mission
Finding a rock-free
landing zone essential

Professor joins panel on cultural challenges to peace

- from Page 1
Studying the HiRISE images,
the team looked elsewhere. Heet
pieced out all the quantitative
data on the abundance of rocks at
different places on the northern
plains that allowed Arvidson and
Others to "zero in on the safe
havens," Arvidson said.
To aid in her task, Heet used
ENVI, a software package that
displays images and makes measurements.
"All you have to do is draw a
line on the image and then ENVI
will tell you how long the line is
in meters," she said.
"I go through the image and
pick just a small area because the
HiRISE images are too big for one
person to count. I'll make a little
subset and then go count every
rock in the subset just by drawing
a line where I see the shadow of
the rock. It's very slow and makes
your eyes go crazy."
Heet was assisted by freshman
Lauren Barry, a fellow Pathfinder
student.
Colleagues, including Amy
Knudson, Ph.D., postdoctoral
research associate, and Pat McGuire, the Robert Walker Senior
Fellow, came up with maps that
extrapolated beyond what Heet
counted.
Arvidson and Heet traveled to
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), a NASA laboratory at the
California Institute of Technology, in February. Heet received a
warm round of applause at her
introduction to JPL researchers,
and scientists questioned her on
her technique and her stamina.
Later, she met with members
of the automated rock counter
team, who Heet said "aggressively" questionedthe way she had
been counting rocks. At the meeting, the automated rock counters
calibrated their computed accounts to Heet's hand counts,

Program
Each project begins with
a brainstorming session
- from Page 1
the City Academy in North St.
Louis as well as for the University
City Children's Center.
"Gay is doing terrifically valuable work," said Bruce Lindsey,
dean of Architecture, who asked
Lorberbaum to design the Sam
Fox School program. "Her class
casts architecture as a kind of
framework in which students are
able to address larger issues of
community and the environment.
They really begin to understand
how the world around them is
constructed."
The new program, which will
be offered again in the fall and the
spring, expands a weekly course
that Lorberbaum and Lindsey
started last spring. Five students
from Wellston High School met
with six freshman and five senior
architecture majors on Saturday
afternoons throughout April to
build lighting, functional seating
and other projects from simple
cardboard.
(One of those students —
Ramon Curry, who recently received a biology scholarship to
the University of Missouri-Columbia —- now serves as a teaching assistant. Other assistants are
architecture senior Kathleen
Johnson, graduate student David
Sobel and recent alumna Danika
Cooper.)
The summer program meets
five days per week and targets elementary students. ArtMart, a
local supply shop, donates many
of the materials, with Lorberbaum scrounging the rest from
friends and colleagues. Lunch is
provided free to all students,

BY GERRY EVERDING

Junior Tabatha Heet shows Raymond E. Arvidson, Ph.D., a potential landing site for the Phoenix mission to Mars, set to launch in
August. Heet has played a major role in finding a relatively rockfree landing site in the Martian northern plains.
which are considered "ground
truth" on which all subsequent
data are based. She has since corresponded with the group regularly
to help get the automated counts
more precise.
"The automated rock counters
map the shape of the shadows, and
from knowing where the sun is,
they can compute the rock height
and width, but they need very intense validation," Arvidson said.
"We've cross-calibrated against
the automated counts because the
hand-derived ones are considered
anchors. It's still the case that a
human can do a better job with
fewer errors as long as the person
is not fatigued."
Heet's work has led to the discovery of several potential landing
sites with at least 10 times fewer
rocks than the original Region B,
including one desirable location
about 50 kilometers wide and 250
meters deep, that Arvidson and the
group call Green Valley.
In addition to leading the effort
to finding good landing sites for
the Phoenix, mission* Arvidson is
co-investigator of the robotic arm
team and leads the archiving of
data, as in past missions. He will
oversee gathering soil and water-

ice samples and the function of
the robotic-arm camera, which
will take images of soil, water ice
and trench walls. He will lead the
efforts focused on interpreting
the mineralogy and geomorphology of this part of Mars.
Arvidson said that as data
come in from the mission, Heet
will be at the JPL to gather and
interpret the data.
Throughout her dedicated
work, Heet said she has thought
of the mission and the thrill of
the Phoenix launch and landing.
"I will certainly be excited
when Phoenix launches, and I
will also probably feel a little bit
of pride knowing that I helped
make the launch possible," Heet
said. "I suspect I'll be slightly
nervous when Phoenix is landing,
wondering if I did something
wrong and am going to be responsible for making Phoenix
crash in a field of huge boulders.
Once the lander is on the surface,
it will be interesting to find out
just how accurate all of our predictions were. I'm looking forward to it all."
To watch a video on this story,
visit news-info.wustl.edu/tips/
page/normal/8985.html.

thanks to Bon Appetit and a generous donation from the St. Louis
chapter of the American Institute
of Architects.
Each project begins with a
quick brainstorming session then
moves to specific design proposals. For example, on the first day
Lorberbaum asked students to
name things that architects,
artists, musicians and writers
make specifically for children.
Within a few hours the group was
outside building a playground
from cardboard, clothesline and
scrap lumber.
"That's creative problem-solving," Lorberbaum quipped. "And
of course they couldn't use hammers or nails, or any electric
tools. So they started making
holes in the cardboard, pulling
through clothesline, tying wood
in place. They were very clever."
Lorberbaum next introduced
the idea of scale and students
began developing smaller models,
moving from playgrounds to murals, housing and larger projects
such as airports and, of course,
science centers. Research included
visits to the Jewel Box in Forest
Park, where they planted an organic vegetable garden, as well as
several lectures.
Ramesh Agarwal, Ph.D., the
William Palm Professor of Mechancial Engineering & Aerospace,
discussed flight and sustainability.
Kiani Arkus, a research doctoral
candidate in molecular biology,
spoke on DNA structures. Forest
Park horticulturalists demonstrated how to prepare soil by mixing
dirt with organic mulch.
Meanwhile, the students' designs grew increasingly sophisticated and ambitious.
"At first their instinct was to
just make boxes," Lorberbaum
notes. "But as we asked them to
think about things — the climate,
the buildings' locations and how

people would use them — they
lost their preconceptions and really started to get it. They began to
see buildings from the inside out."
Kianna Jordan, a fifth grader at
Central Elementary, designed a
multi-story home for Mumbai, India, complete with living room,
kitchen, bath, bedrooms and a large
balcony to capture breezes. Catherine Cavin, a fourth grader at Mullanphy Elementary, designed an Aframe chalet for Iceland. Herbrena
Nelson, a fifth grader at Wellston's
Bishop Elementary, embedded her
environmentally friendly home into
an Icelandic hillside, the roof and
sides formed by grassy earth.
"When it rains, if a house is
underground, it lets the water
move -away," Herbrena explained
proudly.
For the science centers, students worked individually and in
groups of two and three. Cavin —
along with Jala Christmas and Brianna Stanfield, third and fourth
graders, respectively, at Kennard
Classical Junior Academy — envisioned a large, two-story open
space in which a glass floor reveals
a greenhouse below. To avoid interior columns, the entire structure
is "wrapped" in thick curving
archways.
John Nelson, a sixth grader at
Central Elementary, designed a science center in the shape of a volcano, complete with lava displays.
A long ramp, painted to resemble a
ferocious green snake, takes visitors
upstairs. Andy Wilder, a fourth
grader at Mullanphy, added additional snake motifs to the surrounding grounds, which also includes a MetroLink station.
"If you want to go up on the
second floor, you have to go
through the snake and come out
his tail," John explained. "It's dangerous but fun."
Concluded Andy: "It's an adventure."

Speaking before a recent
United Nation's General
Assembly on "Civilizations
and the Challenge for Peace:
Obstacles and Opportunities," the
University's Fatemeh Keshavarz
told global diplomats that academic communities have a special
duty to help dispel the cultural
misunderstandings that so often
fuel clashes between nations.
"After many, many years of
being in (the) classroom, I firmly
believe that you cannot separate
knowing and respect from each
other — that they are highly and
deeply interdependent," said Keshavarz, Ph.D., associate professor
of Persian and of comparative literature, and chair of the Department of Asian and Near Eastern
Languages and Literatures, all in
Arts & Sciences.
"You cannot know another
culture or know about another
culture without respecting it
enough to see how that culture
knows itself and speaks about itself," she said. "And you cannot
respect a culture without coming
close to it to know it."
Keshavarz was among a small
group of scholars, cultural ministers and high-ranking religious
leaders invited to take part in the
U.N.'s third annual informal thematic discussion on cultural issues affecting world peace. Held
May 10-11 in the U.N.'s Trusteeship Council Chamber, the program was designed to help diplomats switch their focus from
purely political issues to the cultural matters at the roots of political'conflict.
Keshavarz spoke as part of a
panel on "Respect for Cultural
Diversity is a Prerequisite for Dialogue," which included Ghassan
Salame, professor of international
relations at Sciences Po University
and former minister of culture
for Lebanon; the Rev. Canon Dr.
Trond Bakkevig, pastor of the
Lutheran Church of Norway; and
Regine Boucard, moderator of
the West African Museum Program and former president of the
World Bank Art Society.
Kesahavarz, a native of Shiraz,
Iran, spoke of her experiences as
an Iranian-American and Muslim, and how this background
contributes to her work in the
classroom, in her research and
writing. She pointed out that we
are often exposed to popular
books and news accounts that try
to tell us about other cultures
without bothering to let the people of these cultures speak for
themselves.
"You can read entire books
about what is wrong with Islam,
what is the trouble with Islam,
but you do not hear actual voices
from that part of the world

Tool
- from Page 1

fined grains and the increased risk
of stroke in apple-shaped people
who carry extra fat around the
waist.
The site's developers tested its
usability with focus groups to make
sure the components are streamlined and understandable. Visitors
to the site can choose to investigate
just one of the diseases, but answers given in one area carry over
to all other areas to avoid the need
to repeat answers when learning
about more than one disease. A
Spanish-language version soon will
be available on the site.
"We think the site is very accessible and attractive," Colditz said.
"We sincerely hope that people
make good use of it and feel they

speaking about themselves," Keshavarz said.
If we truly wish to understand
another culture, she argued, we
must adhere to the basic principle
of "interactive manners."
"When we respect someone, in
interaction, we allow that person
to speak for himself or herself,"
she said. "When we respect another person we do not interrupt
that person when he or she is trying to speak. When we respect a
person we don't hide that person
behind a curtain, or behind a
door or in another room — we
give them a very visible spot in
that environment that is given to
us. Beings who exist but are not
visible — are ghosts."
Keshavarz then suggested that
academics have a special duty to
ensure that the voices of real people are not lost in the discussion
of cultural differences.
"My suggestion to the academics, before anyone else, is that
we have to come out of the classroom and write for the broader
public," she said. "We can no
longer only teach a crowd of 12
or 15 or 20 at most and speak in
a highly specialized language. Yes,
we have to do that, of course —
on the side, that's how we further
our own field, our own discipline
— but we also have to come out
and speak to the broader public.
"We have to make our own
voices vehicles to carry the indigenous voices of the peoples
and the cultures whom we represent and bring it into the other
culture in which we teach and
write. And we cannot do that unless our institutions, our cultures,
our governments, our societies,
support us to do that — to create
opportunities for us to do that."
Keshavarz also called for academics to translate the works of
other cultures, to make sure that
the writer who writes in Lebanon,
in Iran, in Norway, in some other
part of the world, is heard and
read in other cultures. ■
"We must strive for classes
that go for world history or world
literature much more than focusing on the narrow definition of
national cultures," she continued.
"Yes, we are all still very proud of
the languages in which we speak
and cultures in which we write,
But we have to study them in the
bigger more global context."
Keshavarz encouraged the
diplomats to support programs
that encourage travel to and from
their countries by students and
scholars and to ensure that cultural interaction remains high on
their agenda.
"Make sure that that stays a
part of the education in the classroom, whether it's traveling or
translation it doesn't make any
difference, it's bridge-building
that's important to us," she said.
come away with a practical, personalized list of what they can do
to improve their health."
Your Disease Risk reflects recent evidence from the medical
community to assure that users are
up to date.
"We have a system of review
that looks at published scientific
research on disease risk and makes
additions or changes when significant new data become available,"
Colditz said. "As we go forward,
the Prevention and Control team
at Siteman Cancer Center will continue to ensure the accuracy and
relevancy of the site."
Your Disease Risk recently
transferred to Siteman from the
Harvard Center for Cancer Prevention, where it had been developed and maintained through this
spring.
The site also can be accessed
through a link on Siteman's home
page at siteman.wustl.edu.
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Notables
Architecture students win museum facade design competition
BY LIAM OTTEN

Peter Elsbeck, Cristina Greavu
and Eric Rang, all graduate
students in architecture in
the Sam Fox School of Design &
Visual Arts, won an international
competition to create a sculptural
facade for El Museo Cultural de
Santa Fe in New Mexico.
The group's winning design
was selected from more than 100
entries submitted by architects,
artists and designers representing
10 countries. The team will re- .
ceive a $5,000 first-place cash
award.
El Museo Cultural — a center
for Hispanic culture and learning
now celebrating its 10th anniversary — is housed in a recently rehabbed, 32,000-square-foot former liquor warehouse. Competition entries were judged on creativity and their ability to transform the building's existing industrial facade into a focal point
for Santa Fe's emerging Railyard
Arts District.
"This is another great opportunity for art and architecture to
come together in our city, which
is known worldwide for both,"
noted Carolyn Eason, competition committee chairperson for
ART Santa Fe Presents Inc., a notfor-profit organization that sponsored the competition.

The winning proposal, titled
"Shifting Lines," consists of semitranslucent strips of white architectural fabric arranged in a
rhythmic, undulating pattern
along the building's eastern side.
During the day, these 10-inchwide strips — which are mounted
on a series of 95 metal frames anchored to the roofline and the
concrete sidewalk — will create
ever-changing configurations of
shadows on the building's corrugated steel cladding. At night, they
will be subtly lit by a curving
bank of low-intensity lamps.
"By capitalizing on the strong
light of the Southwest and the repeating rhythm of the existing
wall corrugation, the addition encourages a more three-dimensional, engaging experience," the designers noted in their artists' statement. "The material choice gives
the viewer not only a visual experience, but also one of touch and
hearing. The fabric softens the effect of the harsh metal surface,
while even a mild wind can create
a pleasant rippling sound."
A public unveiling ceremony
for the finished facade — which
has a construction budget of about
$30,000 — is being held today. In
addition, the top three entries will
be on display in El Museo's exposition hall during the biennial art
fair ART Santa Fe 2007 July 12-15.

U-Pass to expire Aug. 26; renewals start July 18
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

The summer U-Pass, allowing
WUSTL community members
to use Metro, the region's public
transportation system, for no
charge, will expire Aug. 26.
Benefits-eligible employees may
request a fall 2007 U-Pass beginning July 18; students July 24.
Passes will be valid Aug. 13,

2007-June 30, 2008. Starting July
1, 2008, employee passes will be
valid for a full fiscal year.
Students will still have to apply
for a new U-Pass each semester
using WebSTAC.
To apply for a no-charge pass
visit parking.wustl.edu. To log in,
the employee's HRMS password
will be required. For more information, call 935-5601.

A&S recognizes staff for performances
For their creative contributions
and exemplary performance, 10
Arts & Sciences staff members
received the 2006-07 Arts 8c Sciences Outstanding Staff Award
during a recent ceremony and
reception in the Women's Building Formal Lounge.
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor, dean of Arts
8c Sciences and the Barbara and
David Thomas Distinguished Professor in Arts-8c Sciences, presents
the awards annually to non-teaching personnel who have contributed significantly to the effectiveness of the teaching, advising,
counseling and research efforts in
Arts 8c Sciences.
In addition, Macias presents
the Dean's Award to a University
staff member housed outside of
Arts 8c Sciences who has made key
contributions to the school.
Justin Carroll, assistant vice
chancellor for students and dean
of students, received this year's
Dean's Award for his support,
service and commitment to the
academic enterprise.
James E. McLeod, vice chancellor for students and dean of the
College of Arts 8c Sciences, presented the awards.
All honorees received a framed
award and a $300 gift certificate
to the Saint Louis Galleria.
The following received the Arts
8c Sciences Outstanding Staff
Award:
• Cheri Casanova, administrative assistant in the Department of
Psychology;
• Kathy Daniel, financial manager for International and Area
Studies;
• Warren Davis, assistant dean
and academic coordinator in the
College of Arts 8c Sciences;

• Jack Diani, manager of animal facilities in the Department
of Biology;
• Sarah Jordan, administrative
secretary in the Department of
Physics;
• Gloria Lucy, assistant director and business manager in the
Weidenbaum Center on the
Economy, Government, and Public Policy;
• Kimberly Mount, administrative assistant for the Philosophy-Neurosciences-Psychology
Program;
• Sheryl Peltz, office manager
for the Department of History;
• Kathleen Schneider, academic coordinator for the Department of .English and advising arid
student record coordinator; and
• Barb Winston, administrative
assistant in the Environmental
Studies Program.
"I'm very proud of the dedicated, hardworking staff we have
in Arts 8c Sciences," Macias said.
"This year's winners exemplify
the best of the best. They all do
important work for students and
faculty, helping to ensure the
smooth operation of their departments and programs, Arts 8c Sciences and the University as a
whole.
"It pleases me to be able to
recognize their excellent work,"
Macias said.
Referring to Justin Carroll,
Macias said that "Justin's leadership and enthusiasm have helped
shape the way thousands of students experience the University,
and as a mentor he has built lasting personal relationships with
many of them."
To read more about the award
recipients, visit httpV/artsci.wustI
.edu/node/980.

Detail from the "Shifting Lines" competition board by architecture graduate students Peter Elsbeck,
Cristina Greavu and Eric Rang. The winning design for a Santa Fe, N.M., cultural center facade consists
of strips of fabric mounted on metal frames and will be unveiled at a ceremony today.

Obituaries
Weissman, chemist, worked on Manhattan Project
Samuel Isaac Weissman, Ph.D.,
professor emeritus of chem- •
istry in Arts 8c Sciences who
worked on the Manhattan
Project, died Tuesday, June 12,
2007, at McKnight Place Extended Care in St. Louis. He
was 94.
Born in South Bend, Ind., in
1912, he was educated in Chicago's public schools. Weissman attended the University of Chicago
and earned a bachelor's degree
and doctorate in physical chemistry.
He went to the University of
California, Berkeley, and worked
as a National Research Council
fellow with physical chemist
Gilbert Newton Lewis. During
this time, he worked on optical
properties of rare earths, laying
the foundation for certain lasers
and sorrie resonant energy transfer methods.
Weissman's work at Berkeley
was cut short by World War II. He
was one of the first to arrive at
Los Alamos, N.M., where he was
assigned to work on the Manhattan Project — the development of

the first atomic bomb.
According to his son, Michael
Weissman, Ph.D., professor of
physics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, despite his father's intimate knowledge of how to build an atomic
bomb, in the Sen. Joseph McCarthy years, he was denied security clearance to do summer
work on essentially non-military
magnetic resonance projects
at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
The most serious charge was
that his mother had given money
to a collection for the Spanish
Republican government.
The security clearance was restored by 1954.
Weissman came to WUSTL
in 1946. The group of six who
came to St. Louis from Los
Alamos — Lindsay Helmholz,
Joseph Kennedy, David Lipkin,
Herbert Potratz, Arthur Wahl
and Weissman — founded the
modern Department of Chemistry at WUSTL.
At the University, Weissman,
in collaboration with other sci-

Roos, professor emeritus, 92
BY BETH MILLER

Albert Roos, M.D., professor
emeritus of anesthesiology
and of ?ell biology and physiology, died Tuesday, June 5, 2007.
He was 92.
A.native of Leiden, Nether-lands, Roos trained as a physician there and in the United
States, but his true interest was
in scientific research. He joined
the School of Medicine in 1946
and remained until his retirement in 1992.
Roos was originally a fellow
in cardiology, then an instructor in physiology. He became
director of the thoracic physiology lab in the Division of
Cardiothoracic Surgery, joined
the Division of Anesthesiology
and later joined the Department of Physiology, in which
he worked for the last 25 years
of his career. There he did pioneering research on intracellular pH, for which he became
internationally renowned. His
family reports that he often

said those years were his happiest and most productive.
When he retired, he ended a
44-year grant from the National Institutes of Health, at that
time the longest continuously
funded research grant in the
agency's history. He taught
generations of medical students, some of whom treated
him in the last years of his' life.
Roos was an accomplished
pianist until his last years when
arthritis and hearing loss severely diminished his playing
capacity. He was an ardent
Mozart devotee.
Roos is survived by his wife
of 60 years, Mary Elizabeth
"Lib" Roos; brother, Jacques of
France; sons, Jack and Albert;
daughter-in-law, Rosalind; and
three grandchildren.
A gathering in his honor
will be held at a later date.
Memorial contributions may
be made to the Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI St.
Louis), 134 West Madison Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., 63122.

entists, pioneered the use of electron spin resonance in chemistry.
This developed into his primary
work.
Although he became an emeritus professor in 1980, until recently, he was an almost daily
presence in the department, discussing research and planning experiments with colleagues and
students.
Weissman was elected a fellow
of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 1963 and was
elected to the National Academy
of Sciences in 1966.
Weissman donated his body to
science.
A memorial service will be
held Aug. 16 in Graham Chapel,
with a reception following in the
Ann W. Olin Women's Building.
In addition to his son, survivors include his wife, Jane Loevinger, Ph.D., the William R.
Stuckenberg Professor Emerita; a
sister, Florence Packman of Los
Angeles; and two grandsons.

Juncker
Carlene Nicholson Juncker,
instructor in the Performing
Arts Department in Arts 8c Sciences from 1973-1981 and a 1959
alumna, died of cancer Sunday,
May 13, 2007.

Mudd, 88
Robert Clayton Mudd, visiting
lecturer in political science in
Arts 8c Sciences from 1978-1980
and instructor in University
College during the late 1980s,
died Thursday, June 14, 2007. He

Lyles Caliguri, 75
Jeanette Lyles Caliguri, a
licensed practical nurse at the
School of Medicine from 197173, died Monday, June 18, 2007,
at Des Peres Hospital. She was 75.

Whitaker, 75
Gilbert Riley Whitaker Jr., a faculty member in the John M.
Olin School of Business from
1966-1976 and associate dean of
the business school from 1973-76,
died Thursday, June 21, 2007. He
was 75.
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BY STEVE GIVENS

Whether she's trying to
shed light on the
music of the Middle
Ages or come to grips
with the life and work
of a more recent composer such as
Franz Liszt, musicologist Dolores
Pesce is motivated by a single
desire — to understand and communicate as accurately as possible
what was in the mind of the composer at the moment of creation.
"While we can't separate ourselves from our modern sensibility, the musical text and other contemporaneous documents leave
enough clues to give us some
sense of how the music might
have been interpreted in its own
time," says Pesce, Ph.D., professor
of music and chair of the Department of Music in Arts & Sciences.
"Musicology came out of Germany and into the United States
as a positivistic science: First, you
had to find and transcribe the
manuscripts, that is, you had to
provide a musical text for scholars
and performers."
Only after that's done, Pesce
says, can you begin to ask questions like, "What did it sound
like?" "How did they play it?"
"How did they hear it?"
To get at those kinds of questions, scholars like Pesce start

Behind the music
Dolores Pesce seeks
to understand what
lies behind the
musical text

looking to history and to nonmusical documents to discern the
rest of the story, such as the setting for the music and possible social and religious connotations.
"Especially in the Middle Ages,
you're trying to uncover how
music could have spoken to an
audience that was very much
geared to oral expression and not
necessarily literate," says Pesce,
who came to' the University 25
years ago. "Were they hearing
many more things than we're
hearing? And were they more capable of doing so? That, to me, is
the interesting question."
Trained in her early life as a pianist, Pesce grew up in Philadelphia in an Italian-American family; all four of her grandparents
were born in Italy. Early on, she
found herself surrounded by
music, albeit the popular music of
the day. Her father played the violin and her mother loved to sing.
"Once I started playing piano,
my father and I played together,"
she says. "We performed in the
house, not publicly. It was wonderful. Our favorites were Nat
'King' Cole songs."
From her junior-high years
through her senior year of high
school, Pesce studied with a piano
instructor who enriched his teaching by bringing music theory into
play and challenged her to think
beyond the music that was on the
page in front of her.
"He made me aware of the
possibilities of thinking about
music as a language," she says.
When she went off to Goucher

Another example of a musical manuscript used to train students is
this facsimile of a Mozart string quartet written in the composer's
own hand.

In the Gaylord Music Library, Dolores Pesce, Ph.D. (right), and doctoral student Sarah Ruddy examine
an 18th-century chant manuscript that was donated to Washington University Libraries. Pesce says
that she and other music faculty members use such documents to train students to identify manuscripts and determine where and when they were written and for what purpose.
College in Baltimore, she initially
wanted to study biology and genetics, but the call toward music
was strong and, ultimately, the call
to musicology won out over performance.
• ^ She went from Goucher to the
Peabody Institute at The Johns
Hopkins University, where her desire to teach and research was fueled even further. She was teaching community college and adult
education music history courses
when she applied for a Fulbright
grant and subsequently spent a

the pitch relationships embedded
in the syllables do-re-mi-fa, etc.,
then you can teach them a song.'"
The rest, as they say, is history.
Pesce's musical interests don't
end with the Middle Ages, however. She is at work on a book about
the music and life of the 19thcentury composer and pianist
Franz Liszt. Liszt was 75 when he
died in 1886, a very old age at the
time, and Pesce's writing focuses
on those latter years.
"He was a voluminous letter
writer, in addition to being a pro-

"Because of her diverse research interests
and her constant willingness to delve into
new topics along with her students, a lot
of people are drawn to her as an adviser."
•

SARAH RUDDY

year doing research in Vienna,
Austria, a place where she had always wanted to live.
That experience and her doctoral work at the University of
Maryland sealed her fate as a
teacher and scholar.
Pesce's research in large part
focuses on how medieval thinkers
and composers understood the
language of music and how the
seminal act of notating music affected the decisions they made
about pitch structures.
One of the individuals she has
studied was an 1 lth-century
monk named Guido of Arezzo,
whose contribution to music theory is still practiced today in rehearsal rooms and choir lofts
around the world: He proposed
the "do-re-mi" system for teaching
boys to sing.
"He not only proposed that aid
to singing, but he also promoted
the use of what we now call the
musical staff," says Pesce, who also
has researched and written about
a particular 13th-century vocal
genre called the motet. "Sometimes what we find before the
11th century is one line scratched
onto the page; notators placed
primitive pitch signs in relative
positions to that one line. Arezzo
said, 'Why don't we just use multiple lines instead?'
"So he's the one who actually
codified musical notation as we
know it today. But he recognized
that not everyone who wanted to
sing would learn to read music. So
he said, 'If you're using just the ear
and can familiarize a person with

lific composer, so I am sorting out
a great deal of evidence, which is a
very different situation from my
medieval research where the evidence is sparse," says Pesce, who
has access to Liszt's many letters
and manuscripts in Weimar, Germany, where he lived from roughly 1842-1861.
."I find Liszt fascinating because, coupled with the more
glamorous aspects of his virtuosic,
woman-loving persona at an early
age, he was a very deep thinker.
I'm fairly sure that he had his moments of depression, particularly
the type that's associated with
aging, but I also believe that he
had a spiritual grounding that
kept him going. This introspective, spiritual character dominates
his later years and is what I hope I
am bringing alive through my
writing."
Pesce has chaired the Department of Music since July 2005 and
served as acting chair for a brief
period three years prior to that.
She teaches one course each semester, either for undergraduates
or for doctoral students in musicology.
She loves to teach, she says,
and her doctoral students have
come to appreciate all that she
brings to that experience.
"I've taken many classes with
Dr. Pesce and now I am writing
my dissertation under her guidance," says doctoral student Sarah
Ruddy. "Because of her diverse research interests and her constant
willingness to delve into new topics along with her students, a lot

of people are drawn to her as an
adviser. I feel like she'll do whatever she can to see her students
succeed."
Pesce says the department is
in a period of growth right now,
building on a solid foundation
of Western art music but also
strengthening its offerings in
other areas such as jazz, musical
theater and world music.
The department has about 40
music majors, along with 50 or
more minors, roughly 500 people
taking music lessons, and another
hundred or so involved in ensembles.
"Under Dr. Pesce's leadership
the department has taken significant steps in filling essential faculty positions and in improving our
facilities in ways that affect students and teachers in extremely
positive ways," says her colleague
Craig Monson, Ph.D., professor of
music and director of graduate
studies. "She works tirelessly for
us all, and faces challenges, even
the most daunting, with an infectious optimism."
"We are becoming more competitive in attracting both undergraduate and graduate students
who have interests that go beyond
Western art music because we've
made several excellent faculty
hires in the last few years," Pesce
says.
"We want as many students as
possible to have the opportunity
to take music courses, as well as
music lessons. Our message is,
'Come to the music department
and get involved in the fine arts.
You promote music by performing it, but if you're able to talk
about it in a literate way, you also
help perpetuate it.'"
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published three books on the music of
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his penchant for letter writing she
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e-mail person."

